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Honeycomb balls, red

GBcrafting tip

You will fi nd material specifi cations and instructions 
on our homepage. 
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level of difficultyproduction time 
60 min

*per honeycomb ball

67 252 291 Paper mini bag XXS, burgundy 16 pieces
51 752 06 Cord, without wire, gold 80 cm
55 393 616 Tassel, gold 1 piece
62 504 00 Raw wood balls, drilled, 12 mm ø 2 pieces
35 014 616 Extreme Sheen, gold 1/50 bottle
22 184 21 Rhinestone rondelle, 10 mm ø 1 piece
89 568 00 Magnet, 6 mm ø 2 pieces
33 396 00 Paper glue 1/20 bottle
30 068 000 Special adhesive double-sided tape 10 cm
89 597 00 Motif-puncher: round, 1.6 cm ø 1 piece
53 888 000 Fixing clamps, assorted 2 pieces

Additionally you need: 
89 379 00 Pointed tip paper scissors
37 053 000 Paintbrush set Hobby Kreativ (Paintbrush size 8)
62 039 00 Wooden skewer, 10 cm 2 pieces
Solid cardboard
Pencil

Used items: Instructions

For the honeycomb ball A, B or C, you need 16 paper mini-bags XXS.

Transfer the template of the desired honeycomb ball A, B or C onto solid 
cardboard and cut it out according to the pattern.

1 Put 2-3 paper mini-bags XXS on top of each other and fix the template 
with one or two fixing clamps at the bottom and lateral edge of the bag 
stack. The opening of the bag points downwards and is visible. The tem-
plate must always be put identically down! Circle the template with a pencil.
 
2 Remove the template and cut only at the marking                . The bottom 
edge remains closed - do not cut open! Repeat this until the specified 
number of bags is reached (16 ×). The adhesive pattern of the honeycomb 
balls A and B helps you stick the positions  1 and  2 together.

3 For the honeycomb balls A and B, put the bags on the adhesive pattern 
and first stick each opened bag together at the point 1 on the inside with 
a small drop of (some) paper glue. Press on briefly. Stick all 16 paper 
mini-bags XXS together this way.

4 To create a honeycomb pattern, glue the prepared 16 paper mini-bags 
XXS flush and properly on top of each other (using again the adhesive 
pattern). At the point 2, glue it precisely with a little paper glue. Apply a thin 
coat of paper glue to the lateral edges of the marking (— — — ) and stick the 
paper mini-bags XXS together to form a stack. Briefly press on each bag.

5 Once you have sticked all the bags together flush, stick a strip of 
the special double-sided adhesive tape to the stack of bags (inside the 
honeycomb ball).

From the rest of the red paper mini-bag XXS, punch out 2 small circles. 
Use the paper glue to fix a magnet with the punched-out red circle (see 
marking ×) on the inside of the first paper mini-bag XXS. Unfold carefully 
the honeycomb ball and hold the counter-magnet toward the inside of 
the last paper mini-bag XXS. The counter-magnet is being drawn toward 
the first one. Then affix firmly the other red circle to the magnet with the 
paper glue.

6 Paint the raw wood balls on a wooden skewer with a paintbrush and the 
golden paint Extreme Sheen. Allow them to dry out well.
To hang the honeycomb ball up, thread on a cord a tassel, a painted raw 
wood ball and the rhinestone rondelle, put the cord into the still open hon-
eycomb ball and thread the second painted raw wood ball onto it as well. 
The initial bottom edge is the upper side of the honeycomb ball. Remove 
the foil from the special double-sided adhesive tape on the bag stack and 
attach the threaded cord to the honeycomb ball. At the end, unfold the 
honeycomb ball evenly.

Honeycomb ball C:
Apply the same instructions as for the honeycomb balls A and B, just glue 
all 16 paper mini-bags XXS flush and properly on top of each other at the 
lateral edges (— — — ) and that’s how you get a honeycomb-like ball/sphere.
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inner side of the bag
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